
10 TOP TIPS TO BOOST YOUR

BRA
We've got some surprising tips for keeping your mind sharp -

just like sleuth Jessica Fletcher- and now you can try them too

ave you ever
excused a
memory lapse

I as a "senior
moment"? In Andre
Aleman's delightful book,
Our Ageing Brain, the
Dutch neuroscientist talks
about the benefits of
ageing including resilience,
lower stress and being
better able to cope with
emotions and complex
situations. Aleman shares
practical ways to support
the parts of the brain.
These include:

Diet
American brothers Bradley
and Craig Wilcox have been
researching Okinawans for
decades. Life expectancy is
high and older people are
much healthier in Okinawa
than elsewhere, including
when Okinawans move away.
Their diet is mostly fish, tofu,
seaweed, fruit, veg and rice.
Low in sugar, salt and
saturated fat, they also eat a
moderate amount. How
might you eat a more
moderate diet, rich in
protein, grains, fruit and veg?

Mindfulness
Jon Kabat-Zinn and others have brought this beneficial
practice out of monasteries and firmly into the
mainstream. By focusing our attention on whatever
thoughts, feelings and surroundings we're experiencing
in the moment, we become more mindful. Aleman's
research found that people who practised mindfulness
showed more activity in the prefrental cortex (decision
making) and less in the amygdala (alarm bell of the
brain) when experiencing negative feelings. This backs
up a growing body of research about its benefits. How
can you become more mindful?

Concentrate on the
present moment

Activity
Gentle movement is better
than nothing but, ideally, 30
minutes' exercise, 3 times a
week, at a level that means
sweating and increasing
your heart rate.
Working past retirement aids
mental activity. Social activity
is also important. If you've
already retired, stay active
with hobbies that fulfil you.
How might you boost your
activity levels?

Spirituality
Aleman describes this as
"being aware of a
transcendent dimension to
human experience... [it]
often has a religious
dimension but that needn't
always be the case. Feeling
one with the natural world or
losing yourself in art or music
is also a spiritual
experience." American and
European research has
found spiritual practices, like
prayer, meditation, reading
holy books and attending
services, to benefit mental
health. Do you have a
spiritual practice?

Love
Aleman says one of the
biggest strengths of the
aging brain "is understanding
emotions and social
situations on the basis of a
lifetime of experience. Love
and empathy are essential to
good relationships with
others, especially those
closest to you." When do you
feel most loving and
empathic?

Challenging ourselves
Aleman cites neuroscientist
Marian Diamond, who was
still lecturing in her 80s, and
her advice to challenge
ourselves by "engaging in
activities that demand effort,
intelligence, or creativity."
How might you challenge
yourself more?

Newness
Diamond recommended
finding "new stimuli - reading
something different, or
visiting new places and
meeting new people." She
described time with her
grandchildren as being a
great way to embrace the
new. How might you?

Cognitive training
Computer games, Scrabble,
crosswords or Sudoku
puzzles can help to a degree
but to counter decline across
the whole board, we need to
use working memory,
planning, calculating and
strategising. Aleman cites a
Spanish study that found
cognitive training helped and
that participants felt their
quality of life had improved.
Have you looked into
cognitive training?
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KEEP BUSY
Always athletic, Sarah Dawson (51)

began doing mental exercises to boost
her brain when she started chemotherapy.
"They say a side effect of chemo is memory

loss and occasional cognitive disorder so
I resolved to do 2 Sudoku puzzles a day

throughout. I didn't, of course; some days I
was just too ill. But I did Sudoku for most of

it. I really enjoy it, and have had a
huge amount of satisfaction in
working out the difficult ones,

so why stop?"

When To

: \

[III
Positive view of ageing
This can reduce stress,
boost wellbeing and increase
lifespan by 7Vfe years. Murder
She Wrote's Jessica Fletcher
(Angela Lansbury), Margaret
Rutherford as Agatha
Christie's Miss Marple-
climbingin and out of
windows! Fencing! In her 70s!
- and real-life role models like
publishing mogul Louise

well as having mo
,sdom and experienc
•on, older brains are
landling stress, emot
ind complex situations.
We also get better at

reflecting before
reacting.

Hay (84) and yoga teacher,
Tao Porchon-Lynch (96)
inspire me. They didn't let
their advancing years slow
them down a jot. They
embraced it instead. What
boosts your positive view of
ageing?

Social networks
Aleman explains that these
play a vital role in positive
perception and living longer.
"Even if you eat well and
continue to feel fit at 80,
without social contacts,
family or friends, you can
still be lonely. Diet, exercise,
and newness are all
important. Love is the most
imprtantof all, of course."

+ Alzheimer's
disease warning signs
include short term
memory loss. This can
be tested with lists of
words. Thinking,
language, speaking
and walking issues
follow.
+ How do you talk
to yourself about
ageing? Reframe
forgetfulness as
being caused by
stress or busyness
rather than worrying
yourself thinking it's
inevitable.

•
+ Our brains need
hydration. Even if
concerned about
going to the toilet
more often, drink
"preferably 1.5 litres
of water a day", says
Aleman.
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